
AGFA HealthCare's Enterprise Imaging Technology will Revolutionizes Medical Imaging Management

At HIMSS23, Chicago, AGFA HealthCare, the Enterprise Imaging pioneer and innovator, will showcase how its latest generation of the
Enterprise Imaging platform (AGFA EI)  supports health systems’ goals to deliver sustainable and superior care outcomes, across local
community networks or geographically distributed organizations.

Introducing the Imaging Health Network™ – AGFA HealthCare introduced the single-source-of-truth Imaging Health Record™ (IHR) to
empower clinicians with frictionless access to imaging information, so they can find their flow and stay focused on patients. The Imaging Health
Network™ (IHN) further advances seamless access to patient imaging across high-volume health networks and affiliates.

The Imaging Health Network™, is an aggregated community health record for medical imaging, in which all contributing providers publishes their
portion of the patient’s journey. At each step along this journey, the patient is assured that the physician has access to the entire cross-provider
imaging record. With the IHN in place, care providers can save, view, and access patient imaging information in real-time, supporting clinical
history confidence.

The latest generation AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging breaks the old paradigm of routing data to the user and instead brings the ‘user to
the data’ via real-time streaming technology.

HIMSS23 attendees are invited to experience Enterprise Imaging Innovations

At AGFA HealthCare’s booth, participants can discover how AGFA EI keeps the entire healthcare eco-system in flow: from IT specialists to multi-
service line clinicians, management, and patients. The result is the ability to leverage medical imaging across the care continuum, empowering
the delivery of exceptional patient care.

Increase radiology and cardiology efficiency by creating a fair work distribution. Share workloads enterprise-wide with AGFA HealthCare
workflow orchestration and the Shared Reading Workflow. Clinicians can spend less time on low-impact tasks, and more time on high-impact
work.
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Augment decision-making, and support clinical accuracy and fast diagnosis with the RUBEE® for AI solution. Enable speedy care and access to
patient data – no matter the modality, no matter the place, with AGFA HealthCare Enterprise Imaging POCUS.
 
Improve the cardiologist’s work experience with Enterprise Imaging for Cardiology, across specialties and modalities, while offering web-
based image viewing and access.

Increase your image storage and viewing, data security, scalability and accessibility while controlling costs, with AGFA HealthCare’s modular
approach to Cloud Solutions.

“That’s life in flow ” – AGFA HealthCare delivers ‘Life in flow’ to meet radiologists’, as well as all clinicians’, daily challenges by means of a highly
focused and customizable experience. Through automation, straightforward integration, and cross-team collaboration, our Imaging Health
Record™ gives clinicians a truly comprehensive view of their patient, letting them spend less time searching for data  – and more time focused
on helping people.

To find your flow, find our booth: AGFA HealthCare booth #1902, HIMSS23, Chicago, or contact us for a special discussion at your
convenience. Also, please stop by for our Belgian Beer Tasting, Tuesday, April 18 and Wednesday, April 19, beginning at 4:00 PM.
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